
  
Meeting	Date:  Tuesday, February 18, 2020 

Meeting	Time:  3:00 pm ET/2:00 pm CT/1:00 pm MT/12:00 pm PT  

 
Attendees:	 Y/N
	 (yes/no)  

     

 New England    Metro NY/NJ   X Florida    Great Plains  
 Upstate New York   Carolinas  X Michigan   X Pacific  
X DE/PA/WV  X Kentucky  X Great Lakes    Northwest  
X DC/MD/VA  X TAGM  X TOAL   X Rocky Mountain  
X NAEP Staff  

Representatives  
X NAEP Board of Directors 

Representatives  
        

    
Meeting	Agenda	  

• Welcome  
• Monthly Dashboard update 
• Membership reports 
• District meeting playbook update 
• Open Discussion 
• Good of the Order/Adjourn 

  
Discussion	Summary	 

 
Monthly Dashboard Update 
The new monthly Regional Leadership Dashboard was introduced. This will be provided with the agenda and the 
monthly Membership Reports ahead of each call.  The Dashboard displays progress against action items from ALP.   
 
One of the ALP action items was to create a dedicated link to the Regional Meetings Calendar from the NAEP 
homepage.  This link has been created and can be found as part of the drop-down menu under “Regions”.  National 
will double-check all of the current Regional websites to confirm the most current Regional Meeting dates and 
locations have been added. 
 
Membership Reports 
The new format for Monthly Membership Reports was introduced.  These reports will provide monthly snapshots of 
Membership broken out in several different ways, both as a list organized by state and individual lists of members for 
each Region, covering all current, new, and nonrenewed members. 
 
District Meeting Playbook 
The Playbook Workgroup has completed a review of the narrative overview draft, a detailed outline mapping what 
content the final Playbook will include.  Work continues on drafting the narrative content, and the project is still on 
schedule for a final polished draft of the Playbook to be sent out to all Regional Leadership by the end of March.  The 
Workgroup continues to welcome submissions of any template documents (budget worksheets, calls for programs, 
etc.) for inclusion in the appendices as cheat sheets and samples.   
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Open Discussion: 
Mid-Tenure Board Vacancies and Regional Bylaws 
What is the process to fill a Regional Board seat that becomes vacant in the middle of tenure?  If this is not specifically 
addressed in the Region’s Bylaws, the consensus is to approach the issue in the way that best makes sense for the 
given circumstances, with the current Regional Board documenting the process used to make the selection.  If the 
best way to approach finding a mid-tenure replacement is to address the vacancy from the District level instead of 
the Regional level, then that approach is acceptable in practice unless there is specific language in the Regional 
Bylaws to prevent it.  (A discussion block at the 2020 ALP will be dedicated to Bylaws discussion.) 
 
Best Practices on Regional Board Elections 
Discussion focused on the best way to ensure the broadest participation in Regional Elections, both in terms of 
candidates running for open seats and members engaging in the voting process.  Topics covered included: 

§ When to identify potential candidates -- either on-site at the Regional Meeting or in advance 
§ When and how voting should take place 
§ Whether the candidates should be required to present their case in person at the Regional Meetings to be on 

the ballot 
§ Would it be best practice for individual members to each cast a vote or for voting to be done at the institution 

level by the Member of Record 

The consensus goal is to ensure the broadest possible pool of candidates are able to run for Regional Leadership 
positions, and to consider alternative options in the elections process where the cost of attending an in-person event 
could potentially be a prohibitive factor excluding potential candidates. 

  


